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out the regions where VLF emissions are produced
and to measure in the interaction region itself the
correlation between input wave characteristics and
energetic particle characteristics. Satellite measurements of this nature, which make use of the Siple
transmitter, are an important part of future space
missions. In particular, the Mother/Daughter
spacecraft of the International Sun-Earth Explorer
missions and the Electrodynamic Explorer spacecraft will be involved in VLF wave injection experiments using the Siple transmitter. Experimenters
on the GEOS satellite, soon to be launched by the
European Space Research Organization, are interested in VLF wave-injection experiments, possibly
involving the Siple transmitter. These measurements should serve to elucidate the physics of waveparticle interactions in the magnetosphere and to
give us a clearer understanding of the nature of
the plasma envelope that surrounds earth.
The isis-2 data displayed in this article were
provided through the courtesy of Drs. R. Barrington and F. Palmer, both of the Canadian Communications Research Center, Ottawa. The IMP-6 and
Explorer-45 data were provided through the courtesy of Professors D. Gurnett and R. Anderson,
both of the University of Iowa. This research was
partially supported by National Science Foundation grant Gv-41369, and partially by National
Aeronautics and Space Administration grant
NGL-008.
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Figure 6. VLF spectrograms from Explorer-45,
near the magnetic equator, showing triggering of
emissions by nonducted
signals from the Siple
transmitter.

A possible new type of
whistler-induced VLF propagation
disturbance
BRUCE DINGLE
Radioscience Laboratory
Stanford University
Stanford, Cal![ornia 94305
One fascinating side effect of lightning discharges is the modulation they sometimes produce
on radio waves. This phenomenon is the result of a
long chain of events. Radiation from the lightning
stroke travels into the magnetosphere where it
propagates as a whistler wave. The whistler encounters the energetic electrons of the earth's
radiation belts and scatters them in such a way that
some of them rain out of the magnetosphere into
the underlying ionosphere. When these rapidly
moving electrons collide with molecules of the
dense neutral atmosphere, they produce considerable ionization, significantly increasing the
free electron content of a localized region of the
ionosphere. The result is a depression in the top
surface of the natural waveguide formed by the
earth's surface and the ionosphere. Very low frequency (VLF) radio waves, such as signals from
various U.S. Navy transmitters, propagate worldwide in this waveguide. The bump in the guide
alters the local propagation characteristics and
perturbs the amplitude and phase of the signals
received at distant points.
A typical observation is an increase or decrease
in the received amplitude of a VLF signal in conANTARCTIC JOURNAL
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(a) Amplitude perturbations on signals from station NPG (Jim Creek,
Washington) received at
- 200 ,V/m
Siple Station, Antarctica.
(b) Two of the perturbations in part (a) shown on
an expanded time scale;
these are labeled A and B,
and their rise times are
MIKE
about 5 and 10 seconds
- respectively. Two other
small events appear indistinctly in part (b), one about
(a) 40 seconds before event A
1330

1230

junction with the arrival of a whistler. The rise
time of the perturbation is a large fraction of a
second, corresponding to the duration of the
whistler. The disturbance decays in about 30
seconds, agreeing with the loss time for excess
electrons in the ionosphere. A more detailed account of the observations and their interpretation
is given by Helliwell et al. (1973).
Recent recordings made at Siple Station include
a set of amplitude perturbations that are significantly different from previous examples. These
appear on transmissions from VLF station NPG (1 8.6
kilohertz), located in Jim Creek, Washington, and
are shown in part (a) of the figure. Part (b) of the
figure shows two of the perturbations on an expanded time scale. Coincident but much weaker
disturbances also appear on signals from station
NBA (24.0 kilohertz) in the Canal Zone. The decay
times are roughly 30 seconds in agreement with
previous events. The rise times, however, are much
longer than previously observed, averaging about
6 seconds. A further difference is that no simultaneous whistlers were recorded.
Regarding the long rise times, it may be that the
energetic electrons scattered by a passing whistler
bounce back and forth along the earth's magnetic
field lines, losing only a fraction of their number
at each encounter with the ionosphere and thus
prolonging the disturbance. Alternatively, these
events might be caused by relatively long-enduring
September/October 1975

VLF emissions in the magnetosphere rather than
by whistlers, although whistlers could be triggering
the emissions. Whatever waves are responsible,
they are not observed on the ground. This could
simply be a geographical problem; the waves leave
the magnetosphere at a point too far from Siple
to be detected. Or perhaps the waves propagate in
a mode that is prevented from passing down
through the ionosphere, and hence do not reach
the ground at all. These hypotheses remain unverified.
Although no association with whistlers has been
demonstrated for the events discussed, it seems
reasonable to classify them tentatively as whistlerinduced in view of their resemblance to events for
which an association has been found. A better
understanding of this phenomenon requires additional data and further insight into the physical
processes at work.
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